RT Series

Wireless Transmitters and Receiver

Specifications
• Size: 2-1/2” L x 1-1/4” W x 3/4” D
• Receiver operates on 12 or 24 VAC or VDC
• Maximum current draw 50 mA
• Operating temperature: -4 to +140°F [-20 to +60°C]
• Relay SPDT contacts rated 1A at 30 VDC or 120 VAC
• Working frequency is 433.92 mHz
• Off-white case blends with any décor
• Receiver screw terminals are hidden by cover
• Bi-color (red and green) LED on receiver indicates status of relay
• Receiver has 12” long thin wire antenna for maximum range of 300 ft
• Two transmitters are supplied with each receiver
• One transmitter has a key chain
• A unique transmitter holder can be mounted under a desk or on the wall

Features
• Rolling code; more than one billion code combinations
• Built-in five second delay on release
• Receiver relay is factory set for momentary mode, relay can be set for latching mode
• Receiver will accept up to 30 transmitters

Options
• Additional transmitter and receiver for RT-1

Models
RT-1
Two Wireless Transmitters and Receiver

RT-1T
Transmitter for RT-1 with Key Chain and Holder